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Lamb McErlane Fights Order to
Disgorge $4.3M in Estate Fees

Legal Mal Lawsuit
Against Bracewell
Must Be Arbitrated

BY LIZZY MCLELLAN
Of the Legal Staff

BY MAX MITCHELL
Of the Legal Staff
A husband and wife’s legal malpractice suit
against the Bracewell law firm will be dismissed if they don’t submit to arbitration by
mid-July, a federal judge has ruled, rejecting
the couple’s contentions that they cannot afford the arbitration fees.
U.S. District Judge Joel Slomsky of
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania ruled
Wednesday in Sanford v. Bracewell, denying Bracewell’s motion to dismiss the case.
Instead, he gave the plaintiffs until July 18
to go to arbitration and pay the initial $2,500
arbitration deposit.
As part of his ruling, he said plaintiffs
Craig and Mary Jo Sanford flouted the court’s
instructions to turn over numerous financial
records from the past five years in support
of their claim that they cannot afford to have
their case arbitrated. However, because the
Bracewell continues on 11

Court Won’t Crack on
Class Status in Egg
Price-Fixing Case
BY P.J. D’ANNUNZIO
Of the Legal Staff
A federal judge has denied a renewed motion
for class certification by indirect purchasers
in the egg price-fixing antitrust litigation.
U.S. District Judge Gene E.K. Pratter of
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania shot
Egg continues on 11
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amb McErlane has been ordered to
disgorge millions in estate fees after
billing nearly $6 million to the estate
of Sir John Thouron. The firm is appealing the adjudication, which said the firm
breached its fiduciary duty to the estate.
Chester County Court of Common Pleas
Judge Mark Tunnell Jr. disallowed more than
$4.3 million in legal fees Lamb McErlane
billed in its work for Charles Norris as executor of Thouron’s estate. The firm was allowed
to keep $1 million in fees, but filed an appeal
in the Pennsylvania Superior Court earlier
this month.
“While [Lamb McErlane partner Vincent]
Donohue did a number of things the court
would expect an executor to do, and deserves
compensation for that work, there is no apparent reason why the day-to-day activities
he was commissioned to help manage could
not have been done less expensively and

– INSIDE THE LEGAL –
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Fraud Claim From Injured Skier .  .  .  .  . 3
A skier injured on the slopes of
Camelback Mountain Resort in the
Poconos can’t prevail on his claim that
the resort committed fraud by failing
to mention its immunity from liability
in advertisements targeting New Jersey
audiences.
NATIONAL

Gorsuch’s Textualist Approach  .  .  .  .  . 4

perhaps more efficiently by a professional
administrator who would not have charged a
law firm senior partner’s billing rate,” Tunnell
wrote in a 211-page opinion filed May 2.
“Norris marshaled his resources without regard to efficiency and the net effect was a
very large legal bill from the Lamb firm,
month in and month out.”
The case dates back to 2003, when
Thouron and his son, referred to in the opinion as Tiger, met with Norris to set up family
limited partnerships that were to be used
to manage the family’s assets. Norris was
Lamb McErlane continues on 12

Monday’s U.S. Supreme Court
decision in a closely watched
securities case was the first class
action in which newly appointed Justice
Neil Gorsuch participated—and he didn’t
disappoint.
YOUNG LAWYER

Fighting Confirmation Bias  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 5

If you want to make better
decisions without being
influenced by the subconscious
biases that govern human behavior, it
is important to be aware of a silent and
insidious flaw in our thinking known
as confirmation bias, contributor Dena
Lefkowitz writes.
LEGAL TECHNOLOGY

Analytics and Practice of Law .  .  .  .  .  . 7

Pennsylvania Law Firms on NLJ 500
Add Bulk, Seeking Bigger Returns
BY LIZZY MCLELLAN
Of the Legal Staff
Head count growth in Pennsylvania’s largest firms is tracking national trends, driven
by consolidation among small law firms and
by bigger firms pushing to boost revenue
with more lawyers.
Two large and two midsize firms made

particular gains in head count over the past
year, as shown by their rankings on the
NLJ 500.
Fox Rothschild went from the 67th largest firm by head count to the 49th largest,
with the addition of more than 100 lawyers.
(The NLJ 500 list is based on estimates
submitted early in 2017, which differ from
Returns continues on 12

WE DON'T ONLY SET
OFF FIREWORKS ON
THE 4TH OF JULY

Amtrak settles train crash
claims for $265 million

$227 million settlement
ends collapse trial

$124.6 Million Verdict from
Montco Jury in Case over Killing

The nature of legal work today and
the need to consume vast amounts of
unstructured text make our profession a
ripe target for the promise of machine
learning and artificial intelligence, Jeff
Pfeifer writes.
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Harrisburg Area’s Community Leadership
Series Class of 2018.
In working with nonprofits, communitybased organizations and social enterprises
at Helix Strategies, Schneider focuses on
fundraising, donor/corporate cultivation,
grants, planned giving, program evaluation/outcome measurement, capacity
building, strategic visioning/planning,
event planning and board development/
retreats.
Schneider has spent the last 15 years
leading board development, donor and
volunteer stewardship and evaluation efforts for community-based organizations in
Central Pennsylvania.

Pictured, from left, are Stradley Ronon Stevens & Young chair of government and
public affairs John R. Saler, actor Alec Baldwin and Jeffrey L. Nash on June 1 at the
Collingswood Grand Ballroom for the General Majority PAC fundraiser.

ELECTED AND APPOINTED
Montgomery McCracken Walker &
Rhoads’ Ernest D. Holtzheimer was elected
vice president of Drexel University Thomas
R. Kline School of Law’s Alumni Council
to serve a two-year term.
Holtzheimer is an associate in the firm’s
litigation department and a member of the
firm’s diversity committee.
He combines a litigation practice with a
transactional and business advisory practice

to assist clients, including individuals, midsized and emerging companies, multinational
corporations and investors on a wide variety
of matters.
Holtzheimer writes and speaks on topics
relating to diversity, technology, emerging
growth and professional development.
He also serves as editor of Montgomery
McCracken’s Private Business Counsel blog.

Stewart Title Guaranty Co. appointed
Kevin Diskin as title operations manager
of the company’s commercial services office in Philadelphia.
In this role, he will be responsible for
overseeing daily operations and ensuring
top-line growth in the region.
Diskin comes to Stewart with more than
15 years of experience practicing law as a
real estate and bankruptcy attorney.
He has experience managing attorneys in
a law office, and has represented national
lenders in real estate interests including: title
review, correcting title defects and enforcing/
foreclosing security interest.

Helix Strategies president Ivy Schneider
was accepted into the Leadership

Most recently, Diskin served as senior
associate at Duane Morris, where he was
managing counsel for a large national
mortgage servicer.

HONORED
Haverford College presented Robert
Elwood, a partner in the tax group at Klehr
Harrison Harvey Branzburg, with the
Charles Perry Award, given for service to
the college in the area of fundraising.
Elwood’s class raised over $10.7 million
for its recent reunion, setting an all-time
record for reunion gifts.
Elwood’s practice involves complex tax
and business problems for clients.
He has experience advising mutual
funds, hedge funds, private equity funds
and offshore vehicles.
He has devised creative structures for
numerous real estate investments, including
REMICs, REITs, partnerships and MLPs.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Legal and Pennsylvania Law Weekly are
looking for verdicts and settlements to report.
If you’re a plaintiffs or defense attorney
who has obtained a verdict or settlement in
Pennsylvania county or federal court recently,
email Zack Needles at zneedles@alm.com. •

All potential items for People in the News should be addressed to
Victoria Hudgins at The Legal Intelligencer, vhudgins@alm.com

Expand your online presence
Take advantage of online real estate
never before available.
Secure your preferred domain name
Register a domain name you’ve
always wanted, but was not available
in a .com.

What’s in a name?

EVERYTHING.

law

The legal profession
is moving to .

Introducing .law — an opportunity
to strengthen and differentiate your legal
brand online. Only qualified lawyers are
eligible to secure a .law domain.

Convey your professional status
Only qualified lawyers who satisfy
eligibility criteria can purchase a .law
domain.
Enhance your brand
Create a descriptive and memorable
domain name, e.g. Business.law,
MiamiDivorce.law, Knoxville.law,
Cohen.law, CPR.law.

Visit www.use.law
to secure your .law
domain today.
www.use.law • advertisenationals@alm.com
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Camelback Escapes Fraud Claims From Injured Skier
BY P.J. D’ANNUNZIO
Of the Legal Staff

A

skier injured on the slopes of
Camelback Mountain Resort in the
Poconos can’t prevail on his claim
that the resort committed fraud by failing to
mention its immunity from liability in advertisements targeting New Jersey audiences.
U.S. District Judge Robert D. Mariani
of the Middle District of Pennsylvania
dismissed skier Gye Cole’s New Jersey
Consumer Fraud Act claim on Wednesday,
reasoning that Cole’s argument was not cognizable under the act.
Cole, a Waretown, New Jersey, resident,
was injured when she slammed into a metal
pipe while skiing down one of Camelback’s
black diamond slopes, according to the decision. Cole and her husband sued for negligence in addition to the fraud claim.
Dealing with only the fraud claim, Mariani
said New Jersey courts have not addressed
the issue at hand.
“The parties have not directed the court to
any New Jersey case—and the court’s own
research did not uncover any—that squarely
addresses this issue. Nor have New Jersey
courts apparently addressed the analogous
issue of whether, under the NJCFA, advertisers are ever obliged to educate the public

on the law applicable to their product absent other specific authority requiring such
disclosures,” Mariani said. “Accordingly, it
falls to this court to predict how the highest
tribunal in New Jersey would rule on the
matter.”
In predicting how the New Jersey high
court would respond, Mariani reasoned that it
would find the claims noncognizable.
“First, this is simply not the type of omission contemplated by the NJCFA,” he said.

“Initially, as omissions of law,” Mariani
said, “these allegations fall outside of the
statutory language of the NJCFA.”
“Additionally, the type or nature of legal
defenses to liability which a business may
assert in the event of a lawsuit is not information normally included in an advertisement, as both parties have equal access to
that information,” he added. “Consequently,
defendant Camelback’s alleged failure to
include such information does not imply its

“Stated otherwise, the law should not
obligate defendant Camelback to inform its
prospective customers of what they already
know,” Mariani said.
Camelback’s attorney, Anthony W. Hinkle
of Cipriani & Werner, declined to comment.
Cole’s lawyer, Edward F. Bezdecki, did not
respond to a request for comment.
P.J. D’Annunzio can be contacted at 215557-2315 or pdannunzio@alm.com. Follow
him on Twitter @PJDannunzioTLI.
•

In predicting how the New Jersey high court would
respond, Mariani reasoned that it would find the
claims noncognizable.
Though the statute is meant to be construed broadly, the judge said, it does have
its limits.
First, the advertisement has to be misleading to the average consumer and fall outside
the realm of normal business practices. And
the omission must concern a material fact.
The omissions in Cole’s case met none of
those standards, Mariani said.

nonexistence and is therefore not misleading nor outside of the norm of a reasonable business practice. As such, omissions
of this type are not actionable under the
NJCFA.”
Secondly, Mariani said the advertisement
could not mislead viewers because the law
presumes that the information Camelback allegedly omitted was already known to them.

Follow us on
Twitter
www.twitter.com/thelegalintel

Wrongful Use of Civil Proceedings and Related Torts in Pennsylvania
George Bochetto, David P. Heim and John A. O’Connell — Bochetto & Lentz, P.C.
Robert S. Tintner — Fox Rothschild LLP
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Wrongful Use of Civil Proceedings and Related Torts in Pennsylvania
Over the past decade or so, Pennsylvania has seen a significant (if not explosive) increase in lawsuits that,
at their core, complain that some other lawsuit was “wrongful” or “abusive.”
Yet despite the dangerous waters in which litigators swim every day, and despite the fact that “wrongful use”
cases have for centuries been debated in the courts, there are few, if any, resources available to provide a
comprehensive review of the body of law upon which wrongful use litigation is built. Wrongful Use of Civil
Proceedings and Related Torts in Pennsylvania is intended to provide that comprehensive review, compiled by
author George Bochetto of Bochetto & Lentz, P.C. and his colleagues, based upon years of experience and a
close study of the jurisprudence.
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Class Action Decision Could Signal Gorsuch’s Approach
BY AMANDA BRONSTAD
The National Law Journal

M

onday’s U.S. Supreme Court decision in a closely watched securities case was the first class
action in which newly appointed Justice
Neil Gorsuch participated—and he didn’t
disappoint.
Gorsuch joined the majority in the U.S.
Supreme Court’s 5-4 decision in California
Public Employees’ Retirement System v.
ANZ Securities, in which the court ruled
that the time period after which a defendant
could no longer be sued by shareholders
was a statute of repose that couldn’t be
tolled.
The CalPERS case involved the frame
for investors to bring individual claims
under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 while
a related class action was pending. The ruling was particularly significant to institutional investors, who often bring their own
securities suits rather than participate in a
class action.
But the case also was a barometer of
how Gorsuch’s textualist approach to class
actions would influence the court. Writing
for the majority, Associate Justice Anthony
Kennedy cited the “text, purpose, structure,
and history of the statute” in siding with
the defense.
“One of the interesting features of
this case is how the majority approached
the issue, with respect to the statute of
r epose, and tethered it to the statute,”

said Susan Saltzstein, a partner at New
York’s Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher &
Flom.
The case was brought against the underwriters of Lehman Bros. after its 2008
bankruptcy. CalPERS, a pension fund that
was a class member, opted out after the
case settled, then filed its own suit. The
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit, parting with other circuits, dismissed the CalPERS case because it was
filed after the three-year time period. Under
the Securities Act, investors must file their
case “one year after the discovery of the
untrue statement or the omission,” but “in

Photo by Diego M. Radzinschi

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Neil Gorsuch.
no event … more than three years after
the security was bona fide offered to the
public.”
Plaintiffs had relied on a 1974 decision
by the Supreme Court called American
Pipe & Construction v. Utah to toll the
latter time period. But the Supreme Court
found that American Pipe wasn’t applicable because it dealt with a statute of
limitations. The act’s three-year limit, in
contrast, was a statute of repose that could
not be tolled because of its “congressional purpose to offer defendants full and
final security after three years,” Kennedy
wrote.
Plaintiffs attorneys said the ruling would
invite more suits, flooding the courts.
“To fiduciaries of investors, it’s a major,
major decision,” said Blair Nicholas, a
partner at Bernstein Litowitz Berger &
Grossman in San Diego, who filed an
a micus brief in the case on behalf of

75 institutional investors. “They have to
bring the claims because the institutional
investors run the risk that their claims
will not be protected in a securities class
action.”
Associate Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg,
writing for the dissent, mirrored those concerns. She noted that the majority’s ruling
would “gum up the works of class litigation” because defendants would have an
incentive to “slow walk discovery and other

precertification proceedings so the clock
will run out on potential opt outs.”
Many investors will be forced to sue
before they want to, said Dan Sommers,
co-chairman of the securities litigation
and investor protection practice group at
Washington’s Cohen Milstein Sellers &
Toll. “That is one of the real adverse consequences of the majority decision,” he said.
“It’s needlessly forcing investors to make
premature decisions about their participation in the case when up until now they
were protected by the Supreme Court’s
American Pipe ruling and made those decisions at an appropriate time to stay in the
class or to opt out.”
Institutional investors will have to more
closely monitor class actions to make those
decisions, which will take more time and
money, he said.
But the court found the burden to be “less
onerous” than plaintiffs claimed. Plaintiffs
could simply file a motion to intervene in
the class action, or ask to be included as a
named class representative.
Mark Foster, a partner at San Francisco’s
Morrison & Foerster, said institutional investors with millions of dollars at stake
already are watching class actions “with a
mindful eye.” All they have to do now, he
said, is “add something to their calendar as
a reminder.”
As for the potential rise in cases, defense
attorneys mirrored the court’s view that
the prediction was overblown. In fact, the
Washington Legal Foundation, which filed
an amicus brief in the case, said the ruling
would instead curb questionable practices
of the plaintiffs bar.
“There is a cottage industry of plaintiffs
lawyers who urge larger shareholders to
‘opt out’ of securities class-action settlements at the last minute to extort bigger
settlement shares,” said Mark Chenoweth,
the foundation’s general counsel, in a statement. “The court today has reduced the returns for that practice, protected other class
members, and ensured speedier settlement
negotiations.”
Amanda Bronstad can be contacted at
abronstad@alm.com.
•

Minor Leaguers
Strike Out in Antitrust
Suit Against MLB
BY ROSS TODD
The Recorder
A federal appeals court has thrown out a suit by
a group of minor league baseball players who
were pursuing antitrust claims against Major
League Baseball and the league’s 30 ball clubs.
The ballplayers, represented by counsel
at the Law Offices of Samuel Kornhauser,
claimed the league and its teams illegally
kept down wages in the lower levels of professional baseball. The lead plaintiffs in the
case worked an average of 50 to 60 hours per
week, but earned less than $10,000 per year,
according to the complaint.
But the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit on Monday sided with MLB
and its lawyers at Keker, Van Nest & Peters,
finding that Congress explicitly exempted
minor league baseball from the federal antitrust law in the Curt Flood Act of 1998. The
law established that the league’s dealings
with players at the highest level are subject
to the antitrust laws, but left the century-old
“business-of-baseball” exemption to the antitrust laws otherwise in place.
“Because we are bound by Supreme Court
and Ninth Circuit precedent upholding the
business of baseball’s exemption from federal antitrust laws, and because Congress
explicitly exempted minor league baseball
in the Curt Flood Act of 1998, the players
have not ‘state[d] a claim to relief that is
plausible on its face,’” wrote Circuit Chief
Judge Sidney Thomas.
Keker Van Nest name partner John Keker
passed a request for comment along to an MLB
spokesman, who declined to comment on the decision. Kornhauser, the plaintiffs’ lawyer, didn’t
immediately respond to an email message.
Monday’s Ninth Circuit opinion upholds
a ruling from U.S. District Judge Haywood
Gilliam Jr. of the Northern District of
California, who granted the MLB’s motion to
dismiss on similar grounds in September 2015.
Ross Todd can be contacted at rtodd@
alm.com.
•

Pennsylvania Motion Practice — 2nd Edition
By Steven E. Bizar — Dechert LLP

A winning motion can significantly reshape the trajectory
of your case.
Pennsylvania Motion Practice is a resource to
practitioners at all levels, focusing on the rules and
procedures governing motion practice in the Pennsylvania
state courts.

For more information or to place an order, visit:
www.lawcatalog.com/pamp | Call 800-756-8993
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Make Smart Decisions by Fighting Confirmation Bias
BY DENA LEFKOWITZ
Special to the Legal

I

f you are reading this, you are probably
an investigator. It may not be your job
title, but if you are a lawyer, auditor, doctor, HR business partner, manager, executive,
etc., a big part of your job is investigatory,
requiring you to arrive at well-reasoned, factbased, modern decisions, guidance or recommendations. You regularly make searching,
systematic inquiries based on examination
of relevant facts, data and information. How
do you determine what is relevant when you
investigate? It’s likely that you unconsciously
select or rely too heavily on information you
already agree with and pay little or no attention to data that conflicts with your beliefs.
If you want to make better decisions
without being influenced by the subconscious biases that govern human behavior,
it is important to be aware of a silent and
insidious flaw in our thinking known as
confirmation bias. It is an invisible hand
guiding all decisions we make, often leading us astray by masquerading as reason.
Confirmation bias “typically used in the
psychological literature, connotes the seeking or interpreting of evidence in ways that
are partial to existing beliefs, expectations
or a hypothesis in hand” (“Confirmation

DENA LEFKOWITZ is
a veteran attorney and
certified professional coach
who helps clients reinvigorate their careers, polish
business development skills
and rediscover their sense
of purpose. A former board
member of the International
Coach Federation’s Philadelphia chapter,
Lefkowitz has successfully coached a best-selling
author, lawyers and chief executives. Firms have
also hired Lefkowitz, a former in-house counsel, to
work directly with entry-level lawyers to improve
performance and increase their early contributions
to the firm. For more information, visit www.
achievementbydesign.com.
Bias: A Ubiquitous Phenomenon in Many
Guises” by Raymond S. Nickerson,
University Review of General Psychology
1998, Vol. 2, No. 2).
I think of it as the Achilles heel of decision-making, imbuing us with vulnerability
at the time when sound judgment is all that
matters. It sneaks up and silently whispers
“look here” and “don’t look there” as you
attempt to make a good choices.
We are all biased and most of it is unconscious. By its very definition, “bias”
is not fact-based: “a particular tendency,

trend, inclination, feeling, or opinion,
especially one that is preconceived or
unreasoned.”
Confirmation bias drives us to seek out what
supports our views and filter out what does
not fit. It’s one reason
people like watching
particular news programs or anchors and
cannot stand others.
Often, the media plays
to our beliefs just as
trial lawyers play to
the jury—by working
within a belief system
rather than trying to
change it.
When your work
relies upon data, evidence and facts, it is
imperative to avoid
filters that affect
your ability to assess
or even notice them.
Those tasked with
bringing analytical
rigor to their work must perceive every angle
of the case, patient or issue, as a means of
bringing about the best result. The ability to
shift perception, perspective and point-ofview is crucial to critical thinking.

In an adversarial situation, if you can see
how the other side thinks, you are better
positioned to overcome it. In an analytical
situation, your ability to be objective helps
come to valid conclusions. Crucial to that
is an understanding
of your own preconceptions and biases
so you don’t immediately discount a piece
of evidence, negotiating point,or preference voiced by an
opponent.
Confirmation bias
presents itself in different guises such
as favoring theories
aligned with our viewpoint. “People tend to
seek information that
they consider supportive of favored hypotheses or existing beliefs
and to interpret information in ways that
are partial to those hypotheses or beliefs.
Conversely, they tend not to seek and perhaps even to avoid information that would be
considered counterindicative with respect to
Young Lawyer continues on 8

In addition to favoring
theories that back up our
worldview, confirmation
bias compels us to select
underlying facts that
support these theories and
give them more weight,
sometimes referred to as
‘my-side bias.’

Pennsylvania Labor & Employment Law 2nd Edition
James A. Matthews, III – Fox Rothschild LLP
In this fully revised edition, author James A. Matthews, III has provided a thorough and focused examination of the federal, state and local equal
opportunity and employment laws governing Pennsylvania employers and employees. In addition, substantial appendices of statutes, regulations, forms
and other materials have been included in this new edition.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY

Visit www.lawcatalog.com/LE12 | Call 800-756-8993
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How Analytics Is Shaping the Current and Future Practice of Law
BY JEFF PFEIFER
Law Journal Newsletters

A

nyone following the news headlines
of late is aware that artificial intelligence (AI) is being heralded as the
technology that will transform industries far
and wide—including the legal profession.
The potential for AI and other advanced technologies is vast. The evolution of technology
in the practice of law today has already led
to significant advances in data analytics and
data visualization, each of which are having
a significant impact on legal work. The nature
of legal work today and the need to consume
vast amounts of unstructured text make our
profession a ripe target for the promise of
machine learning and artificial intelligence.
The legal landscape is also evolving rapidly. Tighter budgets and higher client expectations are forcing law firms and in-house
legal teams to constantly improve productivity and efficiency to maintain a competitive
edge. Corporate clients understand the value
of experienced, highly skilled legal minds,
but are increasingly reluctant to pay top
hourly rates for work routinely performed by
junior law firm associates as they assemble
and organize evidence, conduct research and
begin drafting documents.
At the same time, lawyers and law firms
continue to stagger beneath the ever-growing

JEFF PFEIFER is vice president of product management for LexisNexis. Over a 28-year career in
legal technology, he has worked to introduce a series
of solutions for lawyers and other legal professionals. He is responsible for the product development
strategy for LexisNexis in North America. Follow
him on Twitter @JeffPfeifer.
volumes of legal data being generated: More
than 14 million legal case decisions, tens of
millions of legislative bills and hundreds
of millions of regulations recorded in the
United States alone. This is in addition
to the extensive volume of internal data
accumulated by law firms and corporations. The amount of research and analysis
that lawyers must perform in litigation has
become much more time-consuming; for
lawyers in data-intensive practice areas,
standard review of documents is becoming
unmanageable. As the amount of electronic
data increases, legal research, analysis and
discovery become increasingly challenging
and time-consuming.
But the existence of all of that data—
or, more specifically, the ability to mine
knowledge and insight from vast quantities of relevant data—is precisely what
is now giving some lawyers a significant
competitive advantage. Aided by solutions
leveraging the new analytics technologies,
attorneys are driving efficiencies and vastly

Pennsylvania Commercial
Litigation Third Edition
Harry F. Kunselman - Strassburger McKenna Gutnick & Gefsky

Pennsylvania Commercial Litigation is an important
resource for the general practitioner that addresses
procedural and substantive issues encountered in
commercial litigation. This book gives a concise
overview of commercial litigation, providing detailed
research and analysis, and is intended to guide the
reader through every stage of a commercial dispute.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY
Visit www.lawcatalog.com/cl15 | Call 800-756-8993

improving legal and business decisionmaking. It is not an overstatement to say
the age of big data has given rise to a new
kind of lawyering in which legal strategy
and the business of law are fundamentally
data-driven.
Analytics is the
engine that powers
this kind of datadriven legal practice, which relies on
advanced tools that
can take massive volumes of legal data,
structure it and strip
out irrelevant or redundant information,
and make it readily
searchable and comprehensible to users
looking for very
specifics kinds of
information. These
are tasks that would
take humans weeks,
months or more to
effectively complete.
Here we will briefly consider three areas
or “maturity levels” of analytics—descriptive, predictive and prescriptive—and look
at their role in revolutionizing the practice of
law today.

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYTICS

In legal analytics, the power resides not
in the data itself, but the insights derived
from it. Descriptive analytics uses advanced
technologies such as natural language processing and machine learning to mine large
volumes of legal data
and turn it into actionable knowledge and
insight. Descriptive
analytics differs from
predictive and prescriptive analytics in
its exclusive focus on
historical data, which
it extracts and organizes to help users
identify legal trends
over time, analyze
behaviors of participants in litigation and
highlight other factual
information that lawyers can use to better
determine the likely
outcomes of cases,
develop winning legal
strategies, estimate the value of a case, forecast litigation costs and timing, and make
crucial decisions, including whether to settle
or proceed to trial.

The still-emerging
technology of prescriptive
analytics extends beyond
descriptive and predictive
analytics to recommend
specific courses of action
and to illuminate the
likely outcomes of those
actions.

Legal Technology continues on 8
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Young Lawyer
continued from 5

those hypotheses or beliefs and supportive of
alternative possibilities” (Nickerson).
This is problematic for anyone charged
with assessing situations and determining a
course of action on behalf of stakeholders.
Let’s say you are handling a grievance and
tend to believe that people who complain are
usually exaggerating. This belief will affect
how you select and view the information
you collect. Failure to see the matter from all
sides is a disservice to those who rely upon
your professional judgment, analysis and
guidance. Investigative work is susceptible
to confirmation bias in a thorny way and
can operate insidiously to contain or curtail
the inquiry within imaginary or arbitrary
boundaries.
In addition to favoring theories that back
up our worldview, confirmation bias compels
us to select underlying facts that support
these theories and give them more weight,
sometimes referred to as “my-side bias.”
A client, recounting an argument he had at
work, told me exactly how his side of it went
but was unable to recall any opposing points
made by his coworker. When people extend
preferential treatment to evidence supporting
their beliefs, they tend to recall reasons supporting that side they favor and not to remember reasons supporting the other side. In the
case of my client, the conversation left him
exactly where he started—firmly convinced
by the rightness of his position, and unencumbered by contrary viewpoints because he
could not recall them.
Another strain of confirmation bias is
known as “seeing what one is looking for.”
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People see the patterns they seek in data
regardless of whether the patterns are really
there. This ability—to find evidence to support your case or theory—can be invaluable,
but only coupled with a facility to recognize
other ways the data could be viewed as an important counterpoint. If we only see what we
seek, critical data could be missed, glossed
over or dismissed rather than analyzed, tested
and explained.
Recently, I was working with a client on
her preparation for a performance review
where she would be delivering feedback and
was expecting pushback from a direct-report.
As we discussed the scenario and explored
options, she said “I know exactly what he’s
going to do—he always gets defensive.” She
didn’t realize that her prediction could help
produce that negative outcome. By walking
into the situation with a fixed mindset, she
may only spot behavior that validates her
supposition and filter out whatever did not fit
into the scenario she imagined. Consequently,
she could easily misread her direct-report’s
reaction as fitting into her paradigm. And
she could unwittingly escalate it. These assumptions narrow the path that maintaining
objectivity could expand.
We have explored three ways confirmation
bias operates: by favoring theories arbitrarily;
selecting or weighting facts in alignment with
those theories or beliefs; and seeing only
what one is looking for. Here are some tips
for decreasing the impact of confirmation
bias when you want to make a smart, wellreasoned decision:
• Remind yourself of the existence of confirmation bias and how it operates to cloud
judgment.
• Practice when the stakes are low.
Read an article and ask yourself what

you automatically agreed with, what you
skimmed over without realizing it, whether
it confirmed existing ideas, and what would
happen if you believe the opposite?
• Identify multiple explanations for data to
avoid getting pigeonholed in just one early
assessment.
• Seek out data that disconfirms your
beliefs.
• Find devil’s advocates to challenge your
beliefs with dissenting opinions.
• Update your beliefs. Rather than becoming more entrenched in your convictions as
time goes on, take steps to ascertain whether
or not they remain valid.
• Ask yourself you are overly attached to
past decisions in your assessment of the current problem or decision;.
• Avoid jumping to conclusions. This requires vigilance as we can spring from facts
to decision without noticing that we have
only considered a limited set of information.
• Get feedback using the peer review
model in which professionals evaluate each
other after thorough review of the scenario.
• Do a test drive. If you are presenting
findings, options or recommendations run it
by colleagues, giving them a chance to punch
holes in your rationale.
• Listen intently to all input and take notes
to avoid being unable to articulate the matter
from all sides in later discussions.
• Talk through situations with a trusted
thought partner. In the scenarios described in
this column, awareness came through discussion and challenging underlying beliefs.
When you factor in confirmation bias,
decisions can be derived from all of the facts,
rather than randomly selected or inappropriately weighted facts and you can make more
detached, defendable decisions.
•
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Semantic search is a key tool in the analytics arsenal, improving accuracy by determining the searcher’s intent and the contextual
meanings of search terms to generate the
most relevant results in a matter of minutes
or seconds. Search filters and recognition
algorithms are used to disambiguate legal
terms that have different meanings in various
jurisdictional or practice settings. Lawyers
also play a vital role in descriptive analytics,
constantly providing input on context and
metadata, and providing quality control to
leverage the technology’s ability to “learn.”
Advanced data visualization is a vital component in descriptive analytics. Visualization
helps users quickly identify patterns, trends,
relationships and insights behind the data
that would be nearly impossible to aggregate
with text-review alone, thereby increasing the
accuracy and efficiency with which professionals comprehend relevant data and make
key decisions. Studies have concluded that
the human brain processes images at a rate
60,000 times faster than it processes text.
Visualization presents information in a way
that is immediately accessible, intuitive and
interactive, turning complex data into easyto-digest charts and graphs. From search
term mapping to presentation of legislative
bill progression to review of patent images,
data visualization offers legal professionals
the opportunity to draw insights more quickly
and efficiently.

Chief Sales Officer/Paid Content

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
If the primary focus of descriptive analytics is on what has happened in the past,
predictive analytics turns its attention to
what will happen in the future. This encompasses a variety of statistical techniques—
including things such as predictive modeling, machine learning, regression analytics,
time series models and graph analysis mining—to analyze current and historical data
and make reasoned predictions about what
is likely to happen in the future. Effective
predictive analytics require cutting-edge
technologies, intelligent algorithms and
tremendous amounts of rich data from a
variety of sources that can provide the
broadest view of an issue or potential decision and the factors that are likely to influence it. The richer the data, the easier it is
for machine algorithms to “learn,” which
in turn ultimately leads to more accurate
predictions.
Predictive analytics is a not a substitute
for human judgment or experience. Its real
value lies in the ability to determine what
is likely to happen based on past behaviors
and current data. This functionality may
prove especially useful in certain practice
areas where cost analysis is crucial. For example, in the area of medical malpractice,
analytics can identify cases with similar
fact patterns, and can help predict when a
case will close and how much will likely
be awarded. Based on this information,
lawyers can make a data-driven determination on whether and how to move forward

with a lawsuit, and they can typically arrive
at that determination in a relatively short
period of time.
Similarly, if you wanted to assess opposing counsel in litigation, you could view their
win/loss ratio, clients, status as plaintiff/
defendant/counterclaimant and case count,
and then use that information to make factbased predictions about your prospects in
the case. If you were trying to move your
case to another venue, you could analyze the
judge’s track record to determine whether
he or she is likely to respond to a motion to
transfer, assess the judge’s grant/deny rates,
and estimate how long a case might take to
get to a grant of a permanent injunction, trial
or termination.
Using predictive analytics in patent portfolio management, patent portfolio managers
can estimate and budget the cost of patent
submittal and patent prosecution—and do so
with an 80 percent level accuracy. The use
of predictive analytics in forecasting passage
rates for legislation can drive even higher
rates of accuracy and allow companies to
make decisions about deployment of lobbying resources.
Other industries are already using predictive analytics routinely to forecast a variety of outcomes related to cost, inventory,
market variability and more. Use of these
solutions in the legal market is starting
to accelerate as the benefits of predictive
analytics become more apparent and lawyers better understand its value in strategic
decision-making.
Legal Technology continues on 11
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Advertorial

How Foreseeable
Was It?
By Andrew P. Sutor
If your client is seriously injured while a guest at a casino or other premises in the hospitality industry, there is a distinct possibility that the
defendants in the case may not have provided a reasonable standard of care for the safety of customers and guests. Establishing the foreseeability
factor is key in determining the reasonable level of security required to meet the prevalent risk. How do you establish that and how do you prove
it to a judge or jury? According to John Leighton, Esq., distinguished author of Litigating Premises Security Cases, it requires the services of a
competent and able security expert to support your case and assist you in bringing it to a successful conclusion.
The typical analysis begins with looking for previous similar crimes or incidents. It is accurately stated that “the past is prologue to the future.”
A quick study of risk management tells us that if a type of incident has occurred in the area previously there is a higher probability of it happening
again. It also means there is a higher standard of security/preventive action, etc. required to be in place. It will be hard for the defendants to
support a position that no additional security was required if there is a history of problems that are relevant to the new incident.
Unfortunately, it is a fact of life that virtually all the players in the matter before you now have a vested interest in downplaying your incident and
previous ones. In the case of crime, governmental and political entities at every level go to great lengths to under-report offenses; this includes
some chiefs of police and police departments in order to look good. When it comes to liability the defendants have a clear, but sad, monetary
interest to minimize what has happened to your client and previous lawful business guests and customers. Oftentimes, Willful Ignorance and even
Spoliation of Evidence become the order of the day by far too many defendants who use “spin doctors” and “know-nothing” DCRs to minimize
and conceal the actual foreseeable risk.
Your security expert should use multiple sources in a scientific approach to determine true foreseeable risk. That includes FBI Uniform Crime Reports
(UCR) data; local police Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) data along with valuable private sources such CAP Index risk data from CrimeCast, a
personal favorite of this security and crime expert. A compilation of that data will provide a truer picture.
Furthermore, an astute investigator is going to search for what is termed Spoliation of Evidence. If the defendant organization is good at managing
their data, surveillance footage, etc. the case may come to a crashing halt at this point. The material that would substantiate the incident or document
will have disappeared and be untraceable. To say time and technological expertise is of the essence for your investigator is an understatement.
For a moment, assume that your expert is able to establish that there is a significant level of foreseeable risk prevalent at the time of this
specific incident. Next, the expert has to develop evidence that the defendant’s security measures were inadequate and unreasonable at the time
of the incident.
Inspecting the scene and the vicinity of the incident (crime or accident) at a time and under similar conditions [although obviously on another day/
night] will help establish and support your expert’s opinion about the adequacy of security measures at the premises. What may be the norm
weekdays might be different than what is in place say, early on Sunday around 2:00 AM.
Time is definitely a factor in performing a meaningful, competent, and relevant site inspection that will support your case. Crime scenes change
over time. Many crimes and incidents in the hospitality industry occur on weekends and in the early morning hours. It is very helpful to walk the path
and time frame of the plaintiff and/or his witness to obtain insight as to what happened and the security measures in place at that time interval.
Expect your expert to take photographs, video… you know the drill.
Aside from the timeliness of the inspection it is also helpful to perform it on a covert (unannounced) basis if the subject of concern is located in a
public area. For back-of-the house areas and security camera monitoring room inspections the defendant is going to have to give pre-approval.
If the defendant’s attorney accompanies the inspection it would be wise for the plaintiff’s attorney to do so as well. In any event, the site inspection
is a crucial part of any premises security/negligence case.
Furthermore, in order to determine how your defendant deviated from industry security standards it could prove useful to conduct a security survey
of similar properties in that venue. And if the defendant owns or operates other properties in the area, your expert should be surveying them as well.
Sometimes, even when the corporation’s management knows that there is need for more robust security, they just don’t spend the money.
I was recently involved in a casino negligent security case where a novel concept of Abatement of Security was raised. It went to the heart of the
matter. Corporate management cut too many corners on security and surveillance. In other words, the defendants once had reasonable security
performed by professionals but decimated it in order to save money!
The approach summarized above, along with accurate crime and foreseeable risk data, can significantly contribute to your winning of premises
security and negligence cases by showing the correct foreseeable risk and totality of the circumstances involved. This, in turn, can aid in determining
actual negligence levels and help prove the proximate cause of your client’s injury.
Andrew P. Sutor is Principal at Sutor & Associates, LLC, which provides professional security consultation and expert witness services for
attorneys pursuing premises liability and negligent security cases. Reach Andrew at:

apsutor@comcast.net | www.sutorsecurityexperts.com | 609-822-2626
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PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYTICS
The still-emerging technology of prescriptive analytics extends beyond descriptive and predictive analytics to recommend
specific courses of action and to illuminate
the likely outcomes of those actions. With
prescriptive analytics, legal professionals
will be able compare and contrast multiple
“futures” based on historical trends and current data.
In the legal context, imagine an application
that proactively makes recommendations on
what legal strategies to employ based on outcomes of similar cases. It might ask questions
of the user if it lacks sufficient information to
make a recommendation. Such a tool might
also conduct legal research to find relevant
case citations or information that can support or refute the user’s legal arguments. It
might also recommend other search topics or
keywords to pursue based on past searches,
using techniques similar to those used by
Amazon’s product recommendation engine.

Bracewell
continued from 1

limited financial information disclosed indicated the Sanfords could afford arbitration,
and nothing yet proved their claims to be
meretricious, he decided to give the plaintiffs
another chance at recovery through arbitration.
“The Sanfords’ limited disclosure suggests
that they may have sufficient funds to afford
arbitration, and are deliberately hiding this
fact from the court,” Slomsky said. “If plaintiffs fail to pay the initial deposit of $2,500
and any other required fees by July 18, 2017,
defendant should notify the court and the motions to dismiss will be granted.”
The Sanfords sued Bracewell in 2013,
when the Texas-based firm was known as

Egg
continued from 1

down the indirect purchasers’ second attempt
at gaining class status in a Tuesday order and
memorandum.
While the indirect purchasers in the case
failed to gain certification, the direct purchaser class was certified in September 2015.
That class entered into a $75 million settlement with Michael Foods, a subsidiary of
packaged food producing giant Post.
The litigation has seen settlements from
other parties. In July 2016, defendant
Midwest Poultry Services agreed to pay $2.5
million; National Food Corp. agreed to pay
$1 million; United Egg Producers and United
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Exploding data volumes demand that legal
professionals interact with data in new ways.

Analytics is a growing part of the solution to
this problem. It enables the transformation of
data into knowledge, detecting patterns and
connections which no human, no matter how
experienced or diligent, can perceive without
the assistance of advanced tools.
We are already very close to a future in
which attorneys developing a case strategy will routinely apply a combination
of descriptive, predictive and prescriptive
analytics to a body of rich litigation data
to accurately estimate variables like time to
trial, the potential value of a case and likely
outcomes.
Legal teams will be able to generate a
visual snapshot of a judge’s past cases and
previous rulings, quickly determine which
arguments are likely to work in front of
that judge in particular types of cases, and
decide whether seeking a change of venue is
appropriate.
They will run searches to assess the tendencies and success rates of opposing counsel, viewing graphics that map out other lawsuits pending for the plaintiff or defendant
and calculating the likelihood of settlement
in those lawsuits.

They will use analytics engines to produce
a list of recent relevant cases, identify specific arguments that have the potential to support or refute a recommended legal strategy,
and assemble the research and arguments
required to draft a brief.
They will be able to determine how case
outcome and value might change as different variables—such as fact patterns, case
concepts and venues—change, or as their
own understanding of the case evolves. These
examples are just a glimpse of the future
workflow scenarios that we see coming in
this age of legal AI and analytics.
Whether lawyers are analyzing past information to make searching more intuitive
and faster while ensuring search results are
accurate and relevant, or detecting patterns
of behavior in attorneys, judges and opposing parties to help determine an optimal
case strategy, analytical tools have begun to
fulfill the vision of data-driven legal practice.
Analytics does not—and will not—replace
lawyers, but it is already making the practice
of law smarter and more efficient.
This article first appeared in Law Journal
Newsletters, an ALM publication.
•

Bracewell & Giuliani, alleging it was negligent in its efforts to help the Sanfords
recoup $12.5 million they had entrusted to a
man who allegedly lied about investing that
money overseas.
After years of litigation over whether their
claims should be submitted to arbitration,
the Sanfords balked at paying the arbitration
fees, which included paying $400, $990 and
$1,100 per hour for the three arbitrators, according to documents.
Philadelphia attorney Clifford Haines, who
is representing the Sanfords, said his clients’
case is “exhibit A for the argument that justice is for sale in this country.”
“Private arbitration makes money for arbitrators, gets judges out of work, distorts
the law and forces clients to pay for justice
when the courts are supposed to be open to

everyone,” he said. “It’s use by lawyers in fee
agreements is just an obscene example of this
distortion of fair play in the legal system.”
Peter Buckley of Fox Rothschild, who is
representing Bracewell, declined to comment.
According to Slomsky, after the Sanfords
contended they could not afford arbitration,
the court asked them to turn over all tax
returns and bank statements over the prior
five years, real estate records, and records
of any money recovered from another
lawsuit. The plaintiffs missed several deadlines, but eventually turned over selected
tax returns, statements from two bank accounts and an email listing four properties
they own.
Slomsky said several factors weighed
in favor of dismissing the case, including
finding that the Sanfords were personally

responsible for failing to comply with the
court order, Bracewell was prejudiced by the
conduct, and the plaintiffs acted willfully and
in bad faith.
However, Slomsky said the conduct met
only five of the six factors outlined in the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit’s
1984 decision in Poulis v. State Farm Fire
and Casualty, which is used to determine
whether a case should be dismissed for failure to prosecute. Specifically, he said, at that
stage of litigation, the court could not determine whether the plaintiffs would be unable
to prove their claims at trial, and so he said
they should be given the chance to pursue the
claims at arbitration.
Max Mitchell can be contacted at 215-5572354 or mmitchell@alm.com. Follow him on
Twitter @MMitchellTLI.
•

States Egg Marketers agreed to jointly pay
$500,000; NuCal Foods agreed to pay $1.425
million; and Hillandale Farms agreed to pay
$3 million, according to an opinion issued by
Pratter at the time.
The plaintiffs in the litigation claim the nation’s major egg producers were involved in a
conspiracy to control and limit the supply of
eggs in an effort to increase prices—allegedly
through short-term production restriction,
such as slaughtering hens early, a pretextual
animal welfare program, and a “calculated”
series of exports of eggs at below-market
prices.
Originally, the indirect purchasers limited
their proposed class to members in 21 states.
In their renewed request, they expanded it to
include the entire United States.

But Pratter in her Tuesday opinion said
that the plaintiffs still failed to address
cohesiveness in their proposed class—that
is, according to Pratter, by demonstrating
an actual or threatened injury, “from an
impending violation of the antitrust laws
or from a contemporary violation likely to
continue or recur”; causation; and a likelihood that the relief requested will remedy
the injury.
And as before, Pratter said the indirect purchasers failed to show a common
impact between all of the potential class
members.
“Plaintiffs ‘have not shown that they can
prove actual or potential injury, causation, or
redressability on a common basis because of
the disparate factual circumstances among’

that portion of the class,” Pratter said, citing
her previous opinion.
Additionally, she said the class failed to
show future harm.
“The [indirect purchaser] plaintiffs have
not provided any meaningful analysis of the
threat of future harm, much less shown how
future harm could be proven on a class-wide
basis,” Pratter said.
Krishna B. Narine represented the indirect
purchasers and did not respond to a request
for comment.
Carrie C. Mahan represents Michael
Foods and did not respond to a request for
comment.
P.J. D’Annunzio can be contacted at 215557-2315 or pdannunzio@alm.com. Follow
him on Twitter @PJDannunzioTLI.
•

In theory, it could even draft case arguments
based on user inputs and/or case concepts,
using language taken from the outcomes of
similar, successful cases.
While predictive analytics provides insights into the potential futures based on
data, prescriptive analytics goes one step
further and provides actual advice, and it
will continually refine its recommendations
by tracking outcomes of actual decisions
and incorporating that information in future
recommendations. As analytics, machine
learning, natural language processing and
other deep learning technologies advance,
it is only a matter time and acceptance
before such technology becomes a true and
trusted partner to lawyers and legal teams.
Undoubtedly, these advances in technology will raise new questions related to
“authorized practice of law” and push the
boundaries further regarding human versus
machine-driven decision-making.

THE FUTURE OF THE DATA-DRIVEN
LAWYER
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the results Fox Rothschild reported to The
Legal in April.)
Blank Rome increased head count by 18.3
percent, to 564 lawyers, making that firm the
78th largest by head count, up from 93rd in
2016.
Among midsize firms, Cipriani & Werner
grew head count by 24.8 percent, to 136 lawyers, making it number 302 on the list. Last
year it had not made the top 350 firms. And
Burns White climbed more than 40 places in
the NLJ 500, to 307, after growing its lawyer
ranks by 16.1 percent to 133.

CONSOLIDATION, SMALL AND
LARGE
Both Burns White and Cipriani & Werner
owe their growth in part to the absorption
of lawyers from a small Pittsburgh-based
firm that dissolved last year. Six lawyers and
most of the nonattorney staff from Grogan
Graffam joined Cipriani & Werner. A group
of four Grogan Graffam lawyers joined Burns
White in January 2016, before the firm had
decided to close.

Lamb McErlane
continued from 1

to manage the family’s assets. Norris was
made a co-general partner in these entities,
Tunnell’s opinion said. In late 2005, Tiger
Thouron became ill and Norris became the
sole general partner.
After Tiger Thouron died in 2006, Norris
began to take management fees from the estate. He also engaged a number of law firms,
including Lamb McErlane.
“Although he had no power of attorney
or other legal authority to do so, Norris
contracted with the Lamb firm to represent
‘Sir John’s interests’ even before Sir John
passed,” Tunnell wrote.
Norris had a long relationship with Lamb
McErlane, the opinion said. The firm had represented him in a divorce and other personal
matters, and represented his company and a
trust for his daughter.
Donohue “described himself as the ‘hub
of the wheel’” for the Lamb McErlane attorneys working on the estates of John and
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Cipriani & Werner also brought on two
lawyers to start an office in McLean, Virginia,
and expanded in the Baltimore area in late
2015, bringing on two partners to open the
office and another two in February 2016.
Also in 2016, Burns White added two medical malpractice lawyers in Philadelphia. Toward
the end of the year, it hired 14 associates in
three offices, continuing its growth spurt.
At Fox Rothschild and Blank Rome, mergers and group laterals on a larger scale drove
much of the growth.
Fox Rothschild integrated lawyers from
the acquisition of Minneapolis-based
Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly, a deal announced in December 2015. The firm also
added a group of six entertainment lawyers
from Minneapolis-based Lommen Abdo,
a three-lawyer IP group from Kenyon &
Kenyon, a six-lawyer team from Dentons in
New York and two longtime partners from
Blank Rome, who joined the white-collar and
tax controversy practices.
Among NLJ 500 firms that have their biggest office in Philadelphia, Fox Rothschild
is now the largest by head count. And it has
continued to grow, with the recent acquisition of Riddell Williams, giving the firm an
outpost in the Pacific Northwest.

Tiger Thouron, the opinion said, and he
billed 4,594 hours to the estates through
June 2015. But Tunnell said much of this
work did not need to be completed by a
lawyer.

A ‘CEO SALARY’
“Norris played the part of an owner or
CEO, making ultimate decisions as required,
but relying on paid professionals to perform
the work and the analysis necessary to allow
them to offer Norris advice,” he wrote. “He
caused the estate to pay extraordinary sums
to have virtually all the work done for him,
and then paid himself a ‘CEO salary,’ equivalent to over $1 million a year for four years,
to wind up an estate.”
According to Tunnell, the firm invoiced
$5,888,342 to John Thouron’s estate from
June 2007 through August 2016.
Meanwhile, Norris had charged the estate
more than $4 million in executor fees.
Additionally, Tunnell said Lamb McErlane
breached its duty to the estate when it filed
flawed initial accounts, then defended them
in court. Tunnell said the accounts were

Blank Rome added more than 100 lawyers
from Dickstein Shapiro in 2016, in addition to
other lateral hires. According to firm chairman
Alan Hoffman, at the end of 2016, 60 percent
of Blank Rome’s lawyers had joined after 2011.
The Pennsylvania firms’ growth reflects of
national trends. Merger activity has increased
over the past couple of years, particularly by
large firms acquiring small ones and small
firms merging, said Altman Weil consultant
Eric Seeger.
“In a market characterized by slow demand
growth, improved performance will have to
come by adding laterals, doing mergers and
acquisitions and stealing clients from other
firms, which is hard to do,” Seeger said.
The quickest way to grow is by making those acquisitions in other states, said
Jason Mandel, head of legal recruitment at
Alevistar. And Pennsylvania’s rate structures
will likely be attractive to partners in those
markets.
“Firms locally are running into the same
issues. They’re butting heads against each
other … for local talent,” Mandel said.
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It took major growth or cuts in head count
to make big moves at the top of the NLJ

500. The largest Pennsylvania-born firms,
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, K&L Gates and
Reed Smith, each saw single-digit percentage
declines in head count, and fell slightly in the
rankings. Dechert, at 916 lawyers, grew by
3.6 percent, but only moved up three places
in the rankings.
Several other large Pennsylvania firms had
meaningful growth in head count, but did not
move much in the rankings. Duane Morris
grew by 4 percent, Cozen O’Connor by 5.7
percent, Drinker Biddle & Reath by 2.4 percent, and Saul Ewing by 1.5 percent.
Pepper Hamilton lost 1.8 percent of it
lawyer head count, Buchanan Ingersoll &
Rooney lost 3 percent, and Eckert Seamans
Cherin & Mellot lost 4.8 percent, according to the NLJ report. Marshall Dennehey
Warner Coleman & Goggin stayed flat at 482
lawyers, making it the 94th largest firm.
Among midsize firms, the most significant changes in head count were at White &
Williams, which lost 5.9 percent and dropped
eight places in the rankings, and Schnader
Harrison Segal & Lewis, which saw lawyer
head count decrease by 8.6 percent to 128.
Lizzy McLellan can be contacted at 215557-2493 or lmclellan@alm.com. Follow her
on Twitter @LizzyMcLellTLI.
•

“on their face, indefensible and, indeed a
travesty.”
“The facial flaws in the initial accounts
should have been obvious to the Lamb firm,”
Tunnell wrote. “The Lamb firm is responsible
to the beneficiaries for its breaches of duty
with respect to the initial accounts, and where
both it and Norris have acted improperly,
may be held jointly and severally liable with
Norris.”
Tunnell said the firm and Norris also
breached their duty with regard to a tax
penalty the estate faced, and the ensuing litigation against the Internal Revenue Service
and a tax lawyer. This litigation was meant
to “mitigate the consequences of their own
error,” he said, and should not fall on the
beneficiaries.
According to Tunnell, an expert brought
in to evaluate the reasonableness of Norris
and Lamb McErlane’s fees said the proper
amount of legal fees for the estate work
would have been $254,000. But Tunnell allowed the firm to keep $1 million in legal
fees billed before the estate beneficiaries
made their objections. He said Norris and his

team overstated the complexity of their estate
work, and that family limited partnerships are
not unusual in large estates.
In addition to disgorging the $4.3 million in legal fees charged to John Thouron’s
estate, Lamb McErlane was ordered to pay
back more than $135,000 to Tiger Thouron’s
estate.
Tunnell surcharged Norris for $4.9 million
in executor’s fees paid from Tiger Thouron’s
estate, including more than $1 million in accounting charges that Tunnell deemed excessive. Norris and Lamb McErlane were also
surcharged $557,001 for losses the estate
incurred due to the tax penalty and related
litigation.
Patrick O’Connor of Cozen O’Connor,
who is representing Lamb McErlane, did not
respond to requests for comment by press
time. Neither did the firm.
Wilson Brown of Drinker Biddle & Reath,
a lawyer for the beneficiaries, declined to
comment.
Lizzy McLellan can be contacted at 215557-2493 or lmclellan@alm.com. Follow her
on Twitter @LizzyMcLellTLI.
•
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